
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
A cordial greeting,  
 
  
It is a pleasure for us to present our RFrolon company and offer you our innovative products that are causing revolution in the world of 
music. We have more than 10 years of experience in the development of ideas, manufacture and sale of accessories for woodwind 
instruments. Accessories that help improve projection, resonance and vibration of the instrument.  
Today I present to you, "Celestine Flute Rexonator" and the "Rhino Ligature" both products give the musician a great variety of tones of 
sounds with variations from dark to light, this among many other qualities. Avoid the annual replacement of accessories, have satisfaction 
and manufacturing guarantee. They are incredible products of high technology and unparalleled durability, which is positioned more and 
more within the market. They are handcrafted pieces that give the artist as a student a unique experience, they will feel that they have a 
new instrument at the moment of trying it. It is as if they changed their instrument for one of a very superior quality, however, it remains 
the same. You will notice how everything improves, even if your instrument is a top model of any famous brand and all this, without having 
to spend a lot of money. 
One of the qualities of the Celestine Flute Rexonator is that it is an accessory that cannot be seen, scratches or disfigures the appearance of 
the instrument and does not alter the original design of its flute because it is a permanent replacement to the traditional cork using the 
original screw. Did you know that the main use of cork is to serve as sound insulation? And knowing that, because we want it inside our 
flute? Has no sense! The Celestine Flute Rexonator comes in two models the "Fit" with a ring and the "Balance" with two rings in addition 
to complementary accessories. Custom pieces are also made for Piccolos and Alto Flutes. Other of its qualities: 
 

 Universal size for all types of flute headjoint (Metal & Wood) 
 Lively and quick responses 
 Stabilizes your articulation. It is very hard to crack a note 

 You can adjust the balance 
 Find the desired weight 

 
For saxophonists we have the new design of the Rhino Ligature Oval with the greatest durability and versatility that exists in the market. It 
is second to none! No more, buy a ligature per year because it loses quality. Not having to buy different models of ligatures to serve other 
sizes of nozzles, because the Rhino Ligature in addition to accentuate all the qualities of the instrument has over 15 colors of different 
sound options between bright and dark. It is a beautiful handmade piece that adorns the mouthpiece of your instrument like a jewel, it has 
a universal size making it as versatile as in the use of saxophones and clarinets. Further: 
 

 Comes to choose between a beautiful Gold or Nickel finish 
 It is multifunctional 
 Provides a more dynamic range 
 It has an innovative solid monolithic piece design of a special "Brass" alloy that allows to increase the vibration on a large scale 

and just by turning the ligature, changing its tones between dark and bright 
 Long durability and great stable performance for many years 

 
Our products have been sold in 32 countries around the world and have the endorsement of many internationally recognized artists as well 
as students to professionals, these expressions of satisfaction about the use of our products can be found on our website www.rfrolon.com 
where you can see all our inventory, the testimonies of the satisfied users and the interviews conducted in Spain, Germany and Puerto Rico 
highlighting the engineering and design of this server. Also visit our You Tube channel of the same name, also on Facebook under RFrolon-
DR. Music and like Roberto Feliciano Rolón - Dr. Music. We currently have distribution of our products in stores such as Flute Specialist in 
USA, Sarganxa in Spain as well as having the participation of Sales Representative in various parts of the world. 
We would love to add your name or that of your company to our group of international distributors. For additional information on 
discounts for distributors and sales representative’s commissions, please contact us through rfrolon@gmail.com 
 
 
Sincerely, 
 
 
Roberto Feliciano 
RFrolon 
President 

 


